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Introduction 

In October 2008 the world faced an economic decline causing dramatic situations 
around the globe. Organizations initiated reorganization after they’ve reorganized. 
People lost their jobs, couldn’t pay their mortgages, lost their houses, and lives were 
destroyed. 

The Royal Dutch telecom operator KPN, has suffered harsh times in their market 
position in the Netherlands. During the same period low-cost competitors start offering 
comparable products and services causing KPN to loose market share. End-users needs 
were sfitfting, and the economic decline has had an enormous impact of KPN’s cash 
flow and their adaptability to offer desired products and services. Besides these facts 
KPN has just refused a takeover bid from America Movil. [1] 

This forced KPN to rethink what they were doing, and how they did that. KPN is 
still transforming their inner organization (structure). In this paper I will map their 
transition to the Adaptive Cycle model. [2] The different stages in that model address 
the progress of adaptation within an organization. 

The focus of this paper is on the mobile consumer products and services of KPN 
Mobile. The paper will answer the question: 

Is the Adaptive Cycle model applicable on the changes KPN Mobile has gone 
through? 

The paper first addresses a company profile. It continues with the theoretical 
model and occurring events in relation to KPN Mobile. It is finished with a conclusion.  

1. KPN 

KPN is the largest (in terms of market share) telecom operator of the Netherlands. They 
are no. 1 both in the mobile and residential portfolio. They offer services to consumers 
as well as to businesses with numerous brands such as; KPN, Hi, Telfort, and XS4ALL. 
The strategy as off 2013 is selling quality instead of discount. KPN has recently bought 
LTE-frequencies and already covered around 60% of the country, expending daily. 

The residential division is the most profitable; as of their spokesman they have 
found a ‘golden’ strategy that works. The mobile division, and particular the consumer 
part, is under high pressure. Market movements are rapidly succeeding each other, 
competing parties are entering with low service-low price constructions, operators 
heavily subsidize offers to capture consumers from their opponents (even from their 
own brands), and consumer needs are shifting from (analogue) texting and calling 
towards (digital) chatting and VOIP. 



These factors have an impact on the market share, cash flow and revenue of the 
organization. To cope with this KPN has initiated several reorganization rounds. 
Almost every employee had to deal with change; a lot of them were laid off or 
repositioned. In most cases the work pressure has increased for those who kept their 
position. 

2. Adaptive Cycle 

The four stages of the Adaptive Cycle are: 

1. Equilibrium 
2. Crisis 
3. New combinations 
4. Entrepreneurship 

The cycle continuous over time, replaying 
itself over and over, although there is no fixed 
timeframe of occurrence. 

 KPN Mobile has been through each stage in 
the past years. On the consumer market they 
have introduced several new products and 
propositions. Some of these were the beginning 
of a new crisis right from the start. 

2.1. Digitalization 

When the economic decline started (late 2008) consumers started cutting their expenses. 
Together with the rise of internet communication forms (WhatApp, Skype, Viber, etc.) 
on mobile devices, consumers spend less time using analogue forms (calling and 
texting) offered within the traditional propositions. KPN’s Mobile sales forces have 
made a rapid adaptation to these new end-user needs, by selling more (cheaply offered) 
internet and less traditional propositions. 

KPN’s Mobile management noticed the shift in end-
user needs to late, causing to them hit a crisis situation. 
The traditional propositions were a moderate cash cow 
within the organization. The change to internet use had an 
impact on the whole mobile division. The mobile network 
was suffering a high amount of data connections and 
required large amounts of money to maintain and upgrade. 

In short, KPN Mobile moved from equilibrium to a 
crisis situation. In need for new combinations to create 
sustainable value. 

2.2.  Selling discount 

At first KPN Mobile responded by raising the proposition prices. Since many 
consumers were already focused on their expenses, results remained disappointing. 
Discounts were the new value; a 50% offer during the entire contract was no exception. 



KPN wasn’t the one to blame competitors were doing the same. They just had to do 
something to establish market movement. 

This movement could be seen as a quick and dirty new combination, which didn’t 
last very long. KPN Mobile lost a lot of customers to its competitors. This forced KPN 
back to the new combinations drawing table. 

2.3. Handset-lease 

In the beginning of 2012 KPN Mobile introduced a new, revolutionary, proposition. 
Instead of subsidizing handsets, customers would lease them from the firm. This form 
of operational handset-lease received a successful market introduction causing to revive 
the cash flow and recapture market share. Specific numbers and/or financial data of the 
claimed success of the handset-lease proposition weren’t provided. 

The terms and conditions of the new proposition were 
heavily debated since the handset was never going to be 
owned by the end user. After the contract termination the 
handset should be returned to KPN. Customers would 
have an option to purchase the handset after paying for it 
in their monthly contract fee. 

The pros and cons of the handset-lease proposition 
provided KPN Mobile a new equilibrium. 

2.4. Bill shock 

Mobile contracts are mostly signed for one or two years. With the handset-lease 
proposition customers are asked to return their handset after their contract has expired. 
The prices asked to purchase the handsets were very high compared to their market 
value and already paid lease-fee. Many customers were ‘not amused’ with this bill 
shock. Even the sales forces were surprised with this operation. On legal terms KPN 
has never fixed these prices upon signing the contract with customers. Meaning they 
could do whatever they wished. 

Due to these and other cons of the handset-lease proposition another crisis 
situation emerged within the first year of its introduction. Reorganizations were 
introduced and employees responsible the handset-lease proposition were sacked. 

2.5. Selling value 

As off now KPN Mobile has the objective to sell value instead of discount. With the 
introduction of the KPN Compleet (actually the first quad play package of the 
Netherlands (mobile, home internet, home telephone, tv)) they are following a vendor 
lock-in strategy. When the quad play package is purchased customers receive several 
benefits. 

KPN Mobile recently introduced new propositions, which doesn’t rely on the 
handset-lease construction. [3] To enhance and manipulate the effects of the new 
proposition KPN Mobile has chosen to give customers the option to extend their 
contract earlier that previously agreed (six months instead of four). The new 
proposition avoids a bill shock, by again subsidizing handsets, hoping for equilibrium. 

If this brings equilibrium in the future is unknown, it could be a starting point of a 
new crisis situation. 



3. Conclusion 

KPN Mobile has been through fierce periods. (Quick) Anticipation has brought up- and 
downsides. I can’t completely agree that KPN Mobile followed the Adaptive Cycle 
model. From my perspective they have directly gone from entrepreneurship towards 
crisis with the selling of discounts. Arguing the more common transition phases. 

During its handset-lease proposition introduction there was debate over the fact 
that the price to afterwards purchase the leased handset was unclear, unstated, and 
unconfirmed. This was a sign of the starting point of a new crisis situation. 

The handset-lease proposition has given a short-term equilibrium. This hasn’t been 
sufficient to regain momentum, power and capacity to totally reinvent the product 
portfolio to continue this equilibrium.  

KPN’s strategy as of 2013 to sell value not discount is a very important aspect 
when it comes to future crisis situations. The fact that subsidizing handsets has returned 
within the newest propositions could be one of the factors starting such a situation. 
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